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Introduction 
A few words of introduction to tell you a bit about me and my Four Paw Walk Guide; graded walks 

from one to four paws depending on the difficulty. One paw is for easy-peasy, four paws is for a bit 

tricky or strenuous.  

My name is Meg and I’m a nine year old Bearded Collie (nearly ten). I was born in The Scottish 

Borders on a farm up in the hills, but I soon came to Northumberland to start my new life as a sheep 

dog. Well, not to put too fine a point on it, let’s just say that career didn’t work out for me. The 

farmer said I was useless with sheep. The cheek of it!  

I was in danger of becoming homeless when my next owner stepped in and I went to live with her in 

her cosy bungalow. Here I settled in and even had a family of my own with a rather cute little Shih 

Tzu (yes work that one out!) called Harvey. We were a happy crazy bunch, me, my Mum and two of 

my seven pups. 

Disaster struck again when my mum became ill and went into hospital. Fortunately she got better, 

but I was a bit of a handful so this is when I went to live with my third owners and where I have been 

living a life of genteel retirement ever since. I’m spoilt rotten of course, and I get out and about quite 

a bit, either pottering about in Northumberland and the Borders or, sometimes I get to go on holiday 

with my Mum’s brother and his wife (Uncle Rob and Aunty Marian) in their motor home. But that’s a 

whole other story. 

I had been considering passing on my best walks for some time when my mum suggested we do it 

together. I’d choose the walks and she would write them down and do all the twiddly bits on the 

computer with pictures and stuff. 

All distances are approximate because as everyone knows, dogs can’t read maps. So here it is, in no 

particular order. I hope you enjoy my 4 paw walks as much as I do and, I might see you on one of 

them one day.  

My glossary –  

There are one or two impawtent things to know: 

Clarts or clarty – this Northumbrian word means mud and I love it! 

Claggy – sticky mud – even better! 
Plodge – paddle in the sea or river 
Robidog –  toilet etiquette for Swiss dogs 

Although very necessary, I’m a bit sensitive to those little bins they put doggy poos in. In Switzerland 

they call them Robidogs - so much more refined. I thought I would adopt this phrase rather than poo 

bin which is rather uncouth don’t you think?  

“These green plastic bins (for dog owners to put their dog’s poo in) are everywhere in Switzerland. Joseph Rosenast (where ‘Ro bi dog’ 
comes from) invented this in 1981 in Thun. There are around 40,000 Robidogs in Switzerland. Robidog is now the term used in Switzerland 

and neighboring countries as synonym for dog toilets”. 1 

 

                                                             
1 Thanks to “onlyinswitzerland” for this enlightening piece of historical fact 

https://onlyinswitzerland.files.wordpress.com/2012/05/20120512-235850.jpg
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Etal River Walk 3 miles (with possible extension to approx 10 miles).  
I do this walk in the autumn and winter mainly, but it is a good walk on a summer’s evening too. It 

has some great sniffs because lots of dogs come along here and other creatures too.  

You park at Etal Castle (where they have toilets for humans) and walk through the little cut, past the 

castle (there’s a Robidog near the access lane) and down the hill towards the river. It’s quite fun to 

rush down to the river but don’t go in it because the currents are strong here and there are 

sometimes swans with signets. They hiss at dogs which is very frightening for a wuss like me. 

Anyway, I digress. Back to the walk. Go through the gate and just keep following the gravel path; it 

couldn’t be simpler.  There are some seats and boards with information on which the humans seem 

to find interesting but while they are doing that you can busy yourself sniffing  nearby. The walk goes 

along the path and then splits. You can either go along the river which is very claggy but sometimes 

impassable if it has been raining or you can go up towards Tiptoe Farm.  

At this point you can either turn back or follow the walk through the farm, round the back and along 

the fields until you come to a steep pasture that goes back down to the river. There are sometimes 

sheep in this field and I have to go on my lead because my Mum says I’m “naughty around sheep” 

Well I am a sheepdog! Duh. 

Go down the pasture and follow the river again. We like to stop at the little fisherman’s hut and the 

humans listen to the birds and watch the river hoping to spot an otter while I like to rootle about in 

the clarts. You can go all the way along to Twizel Bridge. Be careful not to get swept around to the 

right, which brings you out at Shellacres. The entire walk, there and back is quite a hike! It’s about 10 

miles round.  

Luckily, when you get back to Etal there are some refreshment options. The Lavender Tearoom is 

open all year 9 – 4pm and allows dogs in the garden. www.thelavendertearooms.org.uk 

 

 

 

 

 

“ I like to pootle about in the 

clarts while the humans sit in the 

fisherman’s hut listening to the 

birds and watching the river 

hoping to spot an otter”  

 

http://www.thelavendertearooms.org.uk/
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A short paws now for a bit of doggerel:  

 

 

Well anyway, moving swiftly on to the next walk:  

On Cheswick Beach  
This is my favourite beach; I’ve spent many happy hours on it, meeting my doggy and horsey pals 

and it has a lot of good options for dogs.  

It is about 2 miles off the A1. Turn off at Cheswick buildings and follow the road past Cheswick 

House, East House and over the railway bridge. There is parking at the bottom and a Robidog. You 

can either go straight on to the beach, turn right and go all the way along to a freshwater stream for 

a bit of a plodge and a drink before coming back the same way, or you can turn up towards the golf 

course and follow numerous paths alongside the links and come out at the gate near the car park.  

You can turn left and head towards the southern end of Cocklawburn Beach. This way gets a bit 

rockier so it depends on what kind of sniffs you like and if your paws are up to scrabbling over rocks.  

 Meggety peggety 

weggety woo. 

Tiddly, widdly, widdly 

poo! 

 This is my 

pawfect beach; 

I’ve spent many 

happy hours on 

it, meeting my 

doggy and horsey 

pals 
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Berwick Riverside Walk 3 miles  
This a great walk for all occasions and it has a range of options and access points. Here are my 

suggestions.  

We normally park under the large road bridge in Tweedmouth which is free of parking restrictions so 

it doesn’t matter how long we take.  

We walk across the old bridge and turn left at the end of the bridge and immediately you come on to 

the river walk. Incidentally, there is a Robidog right there at the start (or end) of the walk.  This is a 

scenic walk for the humans so don’t be surprised if they keep stopping to take photos of the view. I 

used to get impatient when they did this as it seems like a complete waste of time, but then I 

realised as I got older and wiser that it gives good opportunities for sniffing and gently pottering 

about while the humans are distracted… 

There’s a good path all the way along and lots of people and dogs to chat to along the way. People 

here are friendly (and nosey!) so they all talk to each other about the weather and stuff like that. By 

the way, I wouldn’t recommend launching yourself onto the mud here, although it is nice and smelly, 

you have a chance to get your paws stuck and the humans go ballistic if you get muddy 

You can cut up to the right at the rather fancy gate, running all the way up the steps to the park at 

the top.  

There is also a bin up there in case you have had to do some ablutions on the way … ahem.   

 

We generally walk along as far as Askew Walk and then cut up the path for a few metres and then 

turn left at the top and go through Letham Shank Farm. It’s a proper road and you will find yourself 

alongside the A1 bypass for a bit but you are all safely sheltered from the road so you can have a bit 

of a run round. Follow the road round to the left and then down a bank and into a woody bit. There 

is a path off to the left through the woods and this takes you all the way back to the river. You come 

out at Chateau Pedro – originally called Grove cottage, it was rebuilt as part of the estate of Lord 

Askew of Norham after a flood in around 1946 for his hairdresser, Georgie Patterson and renamed 

Chateau Pedro. I don’t know why though and it is now privately owned. Humans find this sort of 

thing interesting. I can’t think why unless Pedro was a butcher or some other type of interesting 

food related human. 

Follow your nose all the way back along the river, getting those views again (tut) until you come back 

to Berwick where there are numerous refreshment opportunities for thirsty dogs.  The Lowrys on 

 You can cut up to the right at the 

rather fancy gate, running all the 

way up the steps to the park at the 

top.  
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the Quayside has outside tables which is handy for us dogs. I’m always welcome at The Barrels too 

which is nice. Oh and the humans like the beer there.  

Duddo Stones  
I’m giving this a 2 paw only because sometimes it is very muddy so watch your step and humans 

might want to take their wellies or walking boots.   

First make your way to Duddo. It is about 6 miles west of Corbett Cottage on the B6354 towards Etal. 

Turn right in the village and go past the bus shelter and farm on your right. A bit further along the 

road you will see a small brown sign on the right pointing to Duddo Standing Stones. Park on the 

grass verge but do be careful of passing tractors and other vehicles. This is no longer a permissive 

path but, as the notice tells you, the farmer has continued to allow the public to use the path as long 

as you stick strictly to it.  

It couldn’t be simpler, just follow your nose all the way up the hill for about ½ a mile and there they 

are. There is also a board just off to the left of the field as you look at them. This used to be where 

the path went and it tells you a bit about the stones. The best bit though is just to look at their 

strange shapes (humans) or check out the sniffs (dogs). 

 

Wooler Common: various walks 
Getting there:  Take the B6525 to Wooler. Follow the road into the town up a steep hill. At the 

junction you will see the Co-op on the left. Turn right and then immediately left into Ramsey’s Lane. 

Just stay on this road as it takes you up and out of town and over a cattle grid on to a single track 

road for about half a mile or so. At the bottom there is a good car park, but no human loos so use 

the ones in the main car park in Wooler High Street. It’s a good idea to take (in order of priority) 

doggy bics, waterproofs and gaiters, (for the humans) OS Explorer Map OL16, picnic, water, 

sunscreen, ibone, camera and of course some doggy bics! There is also a Robidog in the car park Yay!  

There are loads of options here. The first walk is a and it is called the Dog Loop. It’s pretty 

straight forward and you will meet lots of other nice dogs and friendly people.  You can potter about 

or chase balls or whatever your thing is. 

If you want a bit more of a challenge you can go over the bridge and up a steep hill and follow 

several footpaths. Here are a couple of my favourites:  

 

Here is me looking rather cute 

(even if I do say so myself) and 

windswept 
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Humbleton Hill:  

Keep following your nose until you get to a gate where you will 

see an old upturned United Carriers van.  

Turn right here and go through the gate and follow the track. 

The first gate on the left will take you right up Humbleton and 

it is quite steep. If you take this route you get up to the top of 

Humbleton Hill and have brilliant views of the Cheviots to the 

west and the valley and cost to the east. Pretty boring stuff if 

you ask me but the humans seem to like it. You’ll have to scrabble  down through the heather 

towards the east to join the path at the bottom so make sure your paws are up to it.  

 Alternatively you carry on along the path and take the second gate which skirts round the hill and 

takes you along by the wall. If you turn left at the fork and follow the footpath around the hill it 

brings you back onto St Cuthbert’s Way and back the way you came, past the old van. This is about a 

3 mile walk.  

For something a little more adventurous, take the right fork and continue to follow 

the wall. Go through a gate and drop down a steep hill to the right and past a shepherd’s house. 

Follow the track upwards for about 1 ¼ miles until you meet St. Cuthbert’s Way. Turn left onto St. 

Cuthbert’s Way. Look out for where the path turns to the left and be prepared for some claggy 

muddy paws through the heather. Dogs are not supposed to chase feathery things on the moor… 

There aren’t usually sheep up here but keep an eye out just in case. Sometimes they pop up out of 

the heather and scare a dog half to death.  

There are lots of other variations of these walks and some are 4 paws, ears and whiskers level of 

difficulty!   

Spittal: 2miles 

 

This walk starts and ends in Spittal and it ’s a nice easy   

 
You can park your car in the car park at the end of Sandstell Road then walk back towards its junction 
with Main Street. Turn left here and enjoy the walk along Main Street to its junction with Albert Road 

where you again turn left onto the tiddlyompromprom. Sorry!  By the way, there is a Robidog just as 
the grassy bit meets the promenade. You can climb down steps onto the beach for a great run 

around or, if the weather is bad, stay on the promenade and meet lots of other dogs out walking 
with their people.  
 

Turn left on the beach or promenade and walk northwards, or follow your nose. You will come to the 
promenade cafe where you can get lunch or snacks, in the summer there is a Fortes ice cream van 
parked nearby, perfect for a vanilla cone. 
 

Follow the beach or the promenade until you get back to the car park. A nice little circular walk 

before tea.   
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Embleton 3 miles 

This walk starts and ends in Embleton and it is a  
 

Park in Embleton village near Greys Inn and walk south along the B1339. Be careful here because 

there is no footpath. After a short while you will come to a gated path on your left adjacent to the 
Camping and Cravan club site at Dunstan Hill. (I like to stay here sometimes in my motorhome). Take 
this path through the woods. It is a lovely path with a small stream running alongside, lots of doggy 

sniffs. As you come out of the woods the path follows the side of a field to a track, turn right onto the 
track and follow it though the farmstead until it joins the road to Dunstan Steads. At the end of this 

road is the Dunstanburgh Golf Course and the B-E-A-C-H. The beach is lovely and you can play in the 
waves here.  
 

Turn left on the beach and follow the shore line until it comes out at Low Newton by the Sea. Leave 
the beach here and look to your left for the Ship Inn .  
This is my very favourite pub because it is very doggy friendly and there are lots of other dogs to chat 

to. I stop here for a wee refreshment, a rest and a bite to eat. 
 

After lunch return to the beach and turn right. Follow the beach until you come to the freshwater 

inlet. After a nice refreshing drink, turn right off the beach and follow the fresh water. There is a path 
which takes you back across the Golf Course and past the clubhouse/restaurant where it joins Sea 

Lane back up the hill to Embleton. This is quite a steep hill so you may need another refreshment 
stop at the Greys Inn (Doggy friendly) before finding your car again. I like to go along the rows 
pretending I can’t remember which is ours. It seems to amuse the humans.  

 

 
  

 

     

 
 

This is me posing as a salty sea dog 

in a boat at Newton by the Sea. 

They promised me a cruise. Huh!  

The Ship is one of my very favourite pubs 

because it is very doggy friendly and there are 
lots of other dogs to chat to.  I stop here for 
refreshment, a rest and a bite to eat.  
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St. Cuthbert’s Cave: Various walks, mainly about  
First of all make your way to the carpark at Holborn Grange. Make sure your humans have good 

boots because it can be very clarty (yay! we love mud.) and the OSExplorer 340 Holy Island & 
Bamburgh map because there are endless ways to get lost in Kyloe Woods! To get there, make your 

way to Holborn village. Go past the village and about a mile further on you will see St Cuthbert’s 
Cave signposted to the left. Follow this road through the farm, round to the left and the car park is 
tucked at the end of the row of cottages.  
 

From here you walk up the track until you 
get to the gate. You turn right and either 

follow the path all the way along to St 
Cuthbert’s Cave or veer to the left track 

and head up the hill until you get to 
another gate. There are three options. To 
the right is a footpath that takes a 

circular route and back past St Cuthbert’s 
Cave.  It’s about 3 miles. The second 
option is to take the path to the left 

which takes you up Greensheen Hill.  At 
the top is a trig point.  From here you get 

a 360° view of the coast, Holy Island to 
the east, the Cheviot Hills to the west and 
if you are lucky, on a clear day, the Eildon 

Hills near Melrose or “The Three Shovelfuls”as we call them. This is all very nice for the humans and 
keeps them ooing and ahhing about the views but we dogs are more interested in the sniffs! This is 
good if you just want some cracking views without being too high or strenuous.  
 

The footpath Straight ahead follows St. Cuthbert’s Way into Kyloe Woods. You can do another 
circular route if you take the left fork and head for Holborn Moss. It will bring you out at East 

Holborn where you turn left and head back with Greensheen Hill on your left.    

College Valley + 
This is a very special part of the Northumberland National Park. It has some of the quietest and most 

remote spots and cars are restricted so it makes it very peaceful.  It will take you just over the border 

into the land of my birth; bonnie Scotland.  

First, drive to Hethpool which you will find off the B6351Kirk Yetholm to Kirknewton Road. Go 

through the hamlet of West Newton and continue on to Hethpool.  Follow the National Park sign for 

the car park, past a row of cottages on your right and over the cattle grid. This is as far as you can go 

by car unless you have obtained permit from College Valley Estates. There are loads of nice walks in 

this area, but here is one you can do in about 3 ½ hours and is about 7 miles.  Humans will need 

good walking boots. Gaiters and sticks are also useful for the squelchy bits. 

OS Explorer Map OL16 is a must – and a nice picnic for dogs.  

From the car park, turn left along the road for about 2 miles and then turn 

right up a forest track towards Trowupburn farm. Come down the hill and 

through the farm and then continue left up the hill towards Wideopen 

Head. Just keep following this grassy track and you will get to the border 

fence – well it happens to be a dry stone wall here but you get the idea. You are now in Scotland!  

Here you join the Pennine Way for a short distance (The Pennine Way splits for a while and there are 
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two paths, the high and the low and we are on the high) until you meet St Cuthbert’s Way where  

you will turn right and just follow it all the way back past Elsdonburn Farm, keeping right onto the 

road and back to Hethpool. As you come down the hill and back to the road you will see a sheep 

fold. I call this Collie Dog Corner because there are often collie dogs flying about on the back of an 

ATV.  (I ’ve often thought I would like one of those but the humans are not keen). Now turn right and 

walk back through Hethpool and back to the car. Phew I bet you are tired by now and sleep all the 

way home! (not if you’re the driver).  

Ross Sands   
I’ll share this with you only if you promise not to tell anyone else. It’s a bit of a hidden gem. Take the 

A1 south for about 5 miles until you see the turn off left to Elwick and Smeafield Station. Just keep 

following the road and turn left where you see the telephone box (yes in the middle of nowhere!) 

Follow that road until you cannot go any further and park on the left. There are bins provided by the 

farm for your poo bags. I generally like to wait until we are as far from the bin as possible and make 

my human walk all the way back – it amuses me but not him!  

Now the first bit is an SSSI (Site of Special Scientific Interest) and it often has sheep and cattle but as 

long as you are on your lead through here they shouldn’t bother you. There’s a good path that takes 

you all the way to the beach and, most important there is a large stake on the top of the dune to 

watch out for when you come back otherwise you’ll be up and down the beach all day long.  

Not much more to say but enjoy the wide open space and the view of Bamburgh Castle one way and 

Holy Island the other. If you turn left and go towards Holy Island you can do a big loop round by the 

pinnacles (they were there to guide ships safely into the harbour). This is also a bird nesting site so 

you just have to be careful in the nesting season. There will be notices and temporary fencing.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 Views of Holy island and sheep 

grazing on the dunes.  
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The Grande Finale  Ta-Da! 

(Where you tell me what a clever dog I am and I take a Bow) 

Woofs and Thanks to: 
My Mum for helping me with the typing and fiddly bits  

Uncle Rob and Aunty Marian for taking me in the Motor home to nice dogelicious places to do my 

research (That’s the best bit).  

Sonia Rollo for this lovely sketch.  

All my fans on Facebook and Twitter and elsewhere who read my little tail and follow my walks. 

Disclaimer 

No ice cream cone was left un-eaten, discarded chip un-munched or crisp of any flavour un-

devoured in the course of my research. Apologies if I nicked your chips.  I don’t encourage dog 

obesity; you need lots of exercise to walk off all the snacks.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

Love n licks Meg  


